Global and National Security Policy Institute

GNSPI Graduation Check List

21 Required Credit Hours: All required courses needed to graduate

- **POLS 512 (GLNS 500)** Introduction to Global and National Security (3 credits)

- **ECE 595 (GLNS 510, 511)** Directed Energy and Fundamentals of Cybersecurity and National Security (6 credits)

- **PSY 650 (GLNS 520, 521)** Human Decision Making, Leadership, and National Security (6 credits)

- **NE 515** Nuclear Security, Non-Proliferation, and Safeguards (6 credits)

**Total – 21**

12 Elective Credit Hours from the Following Courses: Two elective modules needed to graduate

- **GEOG 499 (GLNS 530, 531)** Environmental Security: Covid 19 Pandemic and Food and Natural Resources (6 credits)

- **MGMT 594 (GLNS 540, 541)** Globalization, Technology Management and National Security (6 credits)

- **CE 598 (GLNS 550, 551)** Introduction to Resilience and Decision Making under Uncertainty (6 credits)

- **POLS 512 (GLNS 570, 571)** Human Rights Law and National Security (6 credits)

- **POLS 512 (GLNS 580, 581)** US Foreign Policy Making, Institutions, and National Security (6 credits)

- **BIOM 505 (GLNS 575, 576)** Global Health and National Security (6 credits)

- **MGMT 594 (GLNS 590, 591)** U.S.-Latin America Strategic Partnership: A National Security Perspective (6 credits)

**Total – 12**
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Program of Studies

Submitted the semester prior to graduation
- Fall Graduation – POS submitted Summer
- Spring Graduation – POS submitted Fall
- Summer Graduation – POS submitted Spring

Complete the Program of Studies for Graduation [here](#)